
Welcome!

• The webinar has not 

yet started.

• Please wait …

• The webinar will 

start at 6 pm COT 

(= 7 pm EDT).
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Has this happened to you?

• In the past months (or weeks, or days), 

vast numbers of schools and universities 

around the world have suddenly 

transitioned to online learning.

• In many cases, educators have had little 

warning or time to prepare – let alone 

training.

• But – ready or not – they are now teaching 

online.



Brave New World

•The online learning 

environment is often more 

complex than “traditional” 

classroom.

•But, with an open mindset, new 

online educators are meeting 

this challenge successfully.





What level/age of student do you teach?
(Pre-school? Primary? Secondary? University? Adult?)



This Webinar ….

Challenges and solutions are different for:

• Different levels/age groups.

• Different subjects.

• Synchronous or asynchronous situations.

• Technical tools.

We are going to keep it “general”.



Synchronous & Asynchronous



Synchronous & Asynchronous

Synchronous

• Live lecture.

• Discussion.

• Live activities.

• Presentations.

Asynchronous

• Input:
• Reading.

• Watching videos.

• Exercises.

• Output:
• Writing.

• Prepare presentation.

• Recording audio/video.



Learn (and teach) the tools

Teach yourself how your tools work:

• Explore the features.

• Watch instructional videos.

• Exchange tips and ideas online.

• Practice with colleagues.

Teach your students how the tools work:

• Walk through the tools in class.

• Create or provide instructional videos.

• Repeat this teaching multiple times, in multiple ways.



Know your audience 
& Trust your instincts
• Context is everything and every context 

is different.

• What works with one group of students 
may not work with another.

• Trust your instincts and experience as a 
teacher.

• Figure out what you need to teach, what 
students need to learn, and choose the 
tools (or choose how to use the tools 
you have) that help achieve that.

• Try things. If they don’t work, try 
something else!



Asynchronous: Learning Management Systems

LMSs are use by different organizations:

• Primary/secondary schools

• Universities

• Corporations

Common open source options

• Moodle.

• Google Classroom.

• Chamilo.

• Open edX.

There are many others (paid & free):

• Microsoft Teams.

• Adobe Captivate Prime.

• Schoology.

• Instructure Canvas.



Asynchronous: Learning Management Systems



Check and double-check!

• Instructions.
• Detailed and specific.

• Consider making (or finding existing) video instructions.

• Include instructions about both
• what to do and 

• how to submit what is done for evaluation.

• Due dates.
• Check times, day number, month, and year!

• Careful with “a.m.” and “p.m”! Check understanding!

• Be prepared to be flexible.

• Evaluation criteria.
• Supply rubrics with criteria that show what you are looking for 

(even if you might need to “fudge” them).

• Provide (or provide links to) templates and/or models. 



Keep in contact 
(synchronously & asynchronously)

•Use fora/email to keep in touch with 

students.

•Announce updates or changes.

• Remind them of important tasks or 

meetings.

• Sometimes, a ”social” online session 

(office hours, “Q&A”, etc.) can be very

helpful for both students and you.



The power of video

• Find pre-existing videos on YouTube that complement 
your content (and readings, etc.).

• Even if it doesn’t seem “educational”, a short video 
with somehow-related content can serve as a good 
“warm-up” or motivator for students about 
to attempt a more difficult task.

• With time, you can learn what video content would be 
most useful, and learn to make your own.

• With digital slides (PowerPoint), a webcam, a microphone, perhaps some (free) 
screen-casting software, and some care, you can make perfectly decent 
educational videos.

• There are many YouTube videos about how to make videos. (It’s very ”meta”!) 
Learn from them.



Synchronous

The “video lecture” … but 
also much more:

• Q&A.

• Discussion.

• Student presentations.

• Other live activities.

• Teacher knowledge of 
tools is essential.

• Students also need to 
learn/be taught use of 
tools.



Web-conferencing software

Free & Paid:

• Zoom.

• Blackboard Collaborate.

• GoToWebinar.

• Google Hangouts/Meet.

• Microsoft Teams.

• Adobe Connect.

• even Skype.

You may not have a choice (your institution may provide/mandate 
the solution), but learn to use the tool(s) you have.



Video Tips: Microphone

• You don’t need a fancy mic (unless perhaps 
for recording extensive video lectures), but avoid the 
“built-in” mic.

• A headset with mic and earphones is fine.

• Don’t use speakers at the same time as your mic.  This 
causes interference and feedback.

• If you have separate headphones and mic, you can 
remove your headphone – but only if no one else in the 
conference is talking.

• Keep yourself muted if not talking.

• Mute or ask other to mute themselves when they are not 
talking.



Be conscious of the sound environment



Video Tips: Camera

• You don’t need a fancy “YouTuber” 

video camera for online teaching.

• A built-in or add-on web-cam is fine.

• Check your lighting:

• Place lamps behind the camera 

on both sides, pointed at you.

• Check your background:

• Avoid bare walls, wires, etc.

• Some video software lets you replace the background. (The less “busy” the 

background, the better this works.)

• If you have to use a phone or tablet, do the best you can. (Check lighting, 

check background, etc.)



Video Tips:  Wear clothes

• You may not need a suit …

• But you may need trousers!

(What if you have to stand up 

and step away from the computer?)

• Also:
• Find a space where you can go online 

without disturbance.

• Try to ensure children, pets, spouses, 

housemates, etc. will not interrupt.

• If you are interrupted: be cool. Deal with 

the situation, clear your area, and 

continue.



Keep focused 

on the camera! 



Keep focused 

on the camera! 

Place notes 

onscreen, near 

the top, close 

to the camera.



Keep focused 

on the camera! 

If you are 

talking with 

people who 

have web 

cams, keep 

their images 

near the top.



Two monitors?

• Monitors can be relatively 
cheap.

• If you do this a lot, consider a 
second monitor.
• Webcam + notes on one 

monitor.

• Slides on a second monitor.

• You do not necessarily need a 
very good or expensive
monitor for these purposes!

• Alternatively a very large 
single monitor can provide 
enough space.



“Lecture mode”

• Teacher talks.

• Keep students’ mics off if 
possible.
• Let students ”raise 

hands” if that is possible.

• Grant mic permission (if 
available) as necessary.

• Monitor chat/questions.

• Leave time for students 
to type questions in 
chat.

• Record the session
(if that option exists).



Responding to questions/chat
• When responding to questions in the chat, read person’s name and read the 

question aloud.

• Not all software lets participants 

see questions/chat.

• Try to control the use of 

audio/video questions. Let 

students “raise hands”, and 

designate a speaker.

• Mute yourself if another is 

speaking.



“Student presentation mode”

• Students present live.

• “Watch party”: Students 

can pre-record videos, and 

links can be shared.

• Require 

questions/discussions from 

other students.



“Student presentation mode”

• Helps student upload 

materials.

• Help students check their 

audio and video.

• Grant/rescind presenter 

permissions.



Other activities

• With large groups, some 

software lets you divide 

participants into groups.

• Student groups can do separate 

activities, then get back 

together for discussion, etc.

• For younger children, you can 

perform some kinds of group 

activities synchronously.

• Take advantage of students 

who know how to do things, 

and get them to help peers.



Screencasts for asynchronous video

• Useful for more personalized and “humanized” feedback.

• You don’t need to appear in screencasts, but you can capture 

audio as you discuss a student’s work, with 

simultaneous video of a digital 

document/artifact they have 

submitted for evaluation.

• Take care with audio quality.



So much more we could talk about …

• But others are talking about it.

• There are numerous blog, online groups, and 

webinars dealing with these issues we all face.

• Find more teachers like you (teaching your 

age/level, or your subjects).

• Find out what they are doing.  Try it out!

• Stay touch. Stay in tune.

• Stay connected with TESOL Colombia.

• But most of all …





Wrapping up

• Learn how to use your tools.

• Teach your students how to use the tools.

• Try new things.

• If something doesn’t work, take a breath, 

and try something else.

• You are not alone:  There are a huge number of 

teachers from all levels and all subjects moving 

online. Reach out to them. Help each other.

• Find what works for your teaching, with your 

students.



Thanks for joining us!
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